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Take the WORK out of finding BALANCE!
A healthy balance between work and home should be a priority for everyone. Obviously, implementing proper
work-life balance offers important benefits and that sounds great, right? So why is this concept so difficult to
achieve? This session is designed to be interactive with activities and humor so that the attendees will leave
with easy to implement tips on how to create balance in their lives, increase their productivity, improve mental
and physical health, and increase morale. 

Leadership Lessons from the Land of OZ...It is NOT Just About Shoes!
There are many lessons to be learned from Dorothy Gale, besides the value of great shoes and a loyal dog!
If you look closely, you will see that Dorothy is the quintessential leader in her story. In her quest to get out
of the Land of Oz, she shows remarkable recruiting, negotiating, conflict resolution, and emotional intelligence
skills, while surrounded by moneys and witches! Sound like a regular day in your office? This session will
explore and compare the decisions Dorothy made to achieve her goals while treating everyone around her with
dignity and respect by using her brain, heart, and courage. 

COURSE DESCRIPTIONSCOURSE DESCRIPTIONSCOURSE DESCRIPTIONS

  Have fun and win prize! 
  Learn about the fundamental principles of the KonMari Method 
  Become motivated to start your own tidying journey 
  Spark joy at Work 
  Move Organization

Property/General Session Focus
Presented by: Mabel Heitmeier
The Spark Joy Workshop for Property Management Professionals
Are you ready to say goodbye to stress, time and expenses spent on cleaning and managing “joyless” items in
your space and tasks in your work life? This interactive workshop is designed to jump start your tidying
journey and spark joy in your home and work life! You will learn the basics of the KonMari Method™, a
revolutionary home organizing method that has helped thousands of people declutter in transformative ways
for their lives. Made popular by Marie Kondo’s bestselling book “The Life-changing Magic of Tidying Up”, this
method will help you identify what you value in life and discard the rest with full confidence. 
Learning Objectives: 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Maintenance Focus
Presented by: John Keuning
Conversations that COULD affect the bottom line
Managers of people have all kinds of conversations throughout their workday or work week and we know that
a main reason people will leave their job is because of their relationship with their immediate supervisor. Are
the conversations you are having building people up or causing them to question their employment? The cost
of turnover is high and sometimes great conversations will lead to loyalty and long-term employment.  In this
session, John will explore conversations around: Coaching, Feedback, Teams as well as Ambassadorship.
The learning objective is to be better equipped to have conversations with direct reports, co-workers, and new
hires to create a great work environment.

Actions that WILL affect the bottom line
Whether we are in a manufacturing setting, an office job, or Property Management, the 7 known wastes of
industry are evident and reducing them will help build the bottom line of any organization. Every decision
made about the workflow of the day can impact the financial picture either negatively or positively and the
job of managers is to understand how to be as efficient as possible.  In this session, we discuss Lean
practices, the 7 wastes, and efficiency gains as a working strategy with the objective of being able to
recognize the 7 wastes and attack them daily. We will come to understand the relationship between operating
efficiently and the need for additional people.
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